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Mummerts '99 June 20

Belvidere '99 June 27

Join in welcoming you all this morning. Ask interest in your prayers.

Fathers, Cultivate Your Field!…Col. 3:12-21

Years ago when I was a boy on the farm, one of the most tedious jobs we had to

do was cultivating. We had a little Farmal Cub which was perfect for the job. It

had the engine and transmission offset to the side so you could look down directly

on the row you were cultivating. Appo. 50 years later that little tractor is still

cultivating my garden. Dad bought it new in 1950. I remember the day it was

delivered. That little tractor still has its original radiator, clutch, and many of its

mechanical components. It was built by craftsmen who took pride in their work

and who built tractors to last. The longevity of that tractor reminds me, dads,

that you and I are engaged in the very important task of building families for God.

If we are careless and undisciplined, if we lack commitment to the task, our families

will be unstable and unable to weather the storms of life.

If we are obedient, committed and dedicated to the task, our families have the

potential of enduring long after we have left this scene of action.

As we cultivated with the little tractor, the little plants stood in rows like toy

soldiers. At the first cultivating they were small and very easily covered with

stones or ground lumps. We carried a long stick to dig them out without getting

off the tractor. As they grew taller, we could increase the speed and throw the

ground into the row against the stalks. The job went on day after dreary day. We

leaned on the steering wheel and tried to stay awake. Finally we were finished. But

by that time it was almost time to start over again.

Cultivating was one of the most tedious, boring jobs the farmer had to do. But

it was absolutely essential. Without it the crops would be stunted and non-
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productive. The weeds would compete with the crops for every drop of moisture

and every bit of nourishment in the soil. The weeds would always win. They

needed no encouragement. Those weeds greedily grabbed up the goodies and the

crops suffered. The only solution was eternal vigilance with the cultivator and the

hoe.

Even though it was tiring work it was worth it when we stood back and looked

at the proud crops standing weed-free and robust. Some of our neighbors weren't

as careful as we were. And you could see the difference in their fields and crops.

Dads, as we've mentioned already, I'd like to suggest that many of these

analogies hold true for us today. Just like those tiny plants could be crushed and

covered by the cultivator, just so our wives and children have tender emotions and

feelings. We need to cultivate and shape their young lives with great care in order

not to crush their tender spirits. (If we crush them we can uncover with

forgiveness, reconciliation) Just like the job was dreary and long, fathering can be

demanding and tough. It requires us to stay alert.

Fathering is absolutely essential to well-formed and godly young people. Just as

it gave us a sense of fulfillment to see the well-cared-for rows of crops, so we

fathers who have been faithful can see the results of our labors in the lives of our

children as they mature into godly men and women for Christ.

We are engaged in an often tiring, sometimes thankless, but always important

task. Our task is watching over and nurturing families. Make no mistake about

it— Families are the backbone of our churches and of our nation. Without families

there would be no church or nation.

Just like the tiny stalks of corn our family members are in constant

competition with the "weeds" of life. Time pressures, love of material things,

various lusts and temptations are crying out to us on every side. Dads, your work

of cultivating your family is absolutely essential in today's pressure-packed, sin-

filled society.
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I'd like to suggest 3 areas that we need to cultivate in order that our families

will be used to the glory of God.

#1…Cultivate yourself.

#2…Cultivate your wife.

#3…Cultivate your children.

Let's look at these and try to gain some lessons that will help us as dads to

"cultivate" our families.

#1…Cultivate Yourself.

Lots of areas for us to cultivate…Suggest 2:

1. Spiritual:

God's word everywhere assumes that the man will be the leader and guide in his

home. Job offered sacrifices for his family. Abraham exerted a godly spiritual

influence upon his family. Jacob commanded his family to put away their idols.

Cornelius in Acts 10 was the head of his house.

I'd like to suggest that you'll never be all you can be, as a leader at home, until

you develop a deep spiritual relationship to your boss The Lord Jesus Christ.

Dads, we need to have Christ-like behavior as we model the Christian life in

front of our families.

The only way to get to know someone and learn to be like him or her is to be

with him or her. Some of us wonder why we aren't more Christ-like. It's because

we spend so little time with him. I believe this should be a Dad's #1 priority— If we

are too busy to do this we are just too busy. If we are really honest we'll have to

admit that there is time. It's just not the highest priority in our lives!

Some specific practical helps—

We should have regular times of reading and studying the Bible.
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All have Bibles— Couple of basic books very helpful...A Bible concordance will

help you find a verse if you can remember any of its words. A Bible dictionary will

clarify unfamiliar words or subjects as you read and study. One or several

commentaries will give you someone else's interpretation of difficult texts. Many

of us have computers. There are many excellent Bible study programs available.

They are very powerful, allowing you to do word searches and look up helps on any

text you may be studying very quickly.

When you read a word you don't understand, you should look it up.

Keep a note book for interesting ideas and lessons you learn.

Palest ink better than finest memory.

Earl Nightengale

Ideas are like slippery fish…They need to be skewered with a sharp pencil.

Devotion books…Daily Bread, In Touch, Word of Life, Upper Room…Many free

or very cheap. Only benefit you if you use them.

Probably the most important item is "time".

Make it a priority to take 10-15-20 or more minutes regularly and then stick to

it. Be aware that Satan will do his best to interrupt.

You and your family will be blessed by it. Before long you will be sharing all the

neat things God shows you with them. They will see the new Christ-like behavior

you exhibit as you develop a closer walk with him.

2nd area for dads to cultivate is physical.

Dads come in many shapes…Short, Tall, Thick, Thin, Several colors! But Dads,

Paul reminds us in 1 Cor. 6:19 that our bodies are the temples of God.

God lives in us! Those of us who have accepted his salvation are told that the

all-powerful, mighty God chooses to dwell in our bodies. How humbling that should

be and what a motivation to us to do all we can to keep our bodies in tip top shape.

God doesn't want to live in a poorly maintained body. We can glorify God and help

our families by exercising self-control and discipline in this area of our lives.
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Not terribly complicated, but requires discipline. Basics of good health are:

Diet/Exercise/Rest

We need to eat sensibly and only what we need—(Possible to live to eat—or eat

to live. Overeating is a sin! We need to guard against it. Medical people tell us

that when smoking is combined with obesity the risk factor for cardiovascular

disease is increased dramatically. The addictive substances like alcohol/drugs will

harm our bodies and our relationship to God and our families.

1 Cor. 6:20…"Glorify God in your body" Can't do that if we knowingly harm

them.

So dads, we need to be very careful about what and how much we put into our

bodies. We owe it to God and to our families to exercise discipline in this area.

Exercise is very important to health. When Paul tells Timothy in 1 Tim. 4:8

that "bodily exercise profiteth little" he is not saying don't exercise. He is saying

spiritual things are more important than physical. We should never neglect the

spiritual because we are too busy with the physical. But it is sinful to neglect our

physical health because we lack the will or discipline to keep our bodies in shape.

Doctors tell us that to maintain a healthy cardiovascular system we must

exercise strenuously enough to elevate our heartbeat and keep it up for appo. 20-

30 min. at least 2 to 4 times per week.

We are a nation of middle-aged men with old mens' bodies today because of

improper diet and lack of exercise.

I believe we rob our families by not being at our best emotionally, spiritually

and physically. I believe we sin against God if we deliberately refuse to keep our

bodies in the best shape we can!

Rest is very important to a dad. If you are grouchy and irritable because you

stayed up too late you are sinning against your family. We need to arrange our

schedules so we get proper rest and exercise.
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2nd area I'd like to look at is our wives

Dads, we need to cultivate our children's' mothers. It's been said the best lesson

any father can give his children "is to love their mother."

Your children need to see you kissing their mother. Affection shown in front of

children is a very effective model for them to follow— Of course the opposite is

true. Many children learn to be rude and unkind at home (tragedy).

Howard Hendrick's son: living room with friend— "O good grief we'll have to

wait. Mom and Dad are in there smooching." Blinked back tears. "Don't know who

my daddy is!"

Ephesians 5:25…"Husbands love your wives even as Christ also loved the church;

and gave himself for it." Dads we need to love our wives with a deep

abiding/committed love!

Never take her for granted. You might say, "Easy for you to say…You don't live

with my wife!"

Several things to say about that.

She lives with you, mister! You probably asked her to marry you! Maybe she is

like she is because you are the way you are.

You see, many times women are responders—

If you treat her like a queen, you'll live with a queen. Treat her like a witch,

you'll live with a witch.

Every mother wants to look up to and love and respect her man. Dads, let's

make it easy for her to do that.

Help her, be nice to her. Dads, this may come as a shock, but your hands are

almost as tough as hers! Dishwater / dirty diapers won't hurt them! Sharing work

with her helps build the bond of love for each other. Still remember Allen telling
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us how romantic it is to hang up wash together! After all, it's your house too!

Don't be selfish. Pitch in and help.

Be careful about making her extra work. Some men do the most unthoughtful

things! Dropping clothes around the house. Leaving the sink and tub a mess.

Tracking up the clean floor— Just being sloppy and inconsiderate. Dads, we need

to consider our wive's feelings in these things.

Colossians 3:14…"And above all these things, put on charity, which is the bond

of perfectness." Let's show our love by helping and being considerate! Dads, we

need to share spiritual things with our wives. Spend time studying and praying

together. Answer her questions. Listen to her when she has a problem. Overlook

her faults, and concentrate on her good points. Colossians 3:13…"Forbearing one

another, and forgiving one another."

James Dobson writes in Focus on the Family Magazine questions and answers,

The question…

Quote,

My wife works hard to teach my sons to respect me as their
father, and that makes my job with them easier. Even when she
is upset with me, she never lets the kids know about it. Don't you
think that is generous of her?

Dobson's answer…

She's not only generous—she's a wise woman, too. Mothers
can help bond the generations together, or they can drive a
wedge between them. This concept was expressed beautifully in
a book Fathers and Sons by Lewis Yublonsky. The author
observed that mothers are the primary interpreters of fathers'
personality, character and integrity to their sons. In other
words, the way boys see their fathers is largely a product of the
things their mothers have said and the way they feel about their
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husbands. In Yablonsky's case, his mother destroyed the respect he might
have had for his father. This is what he wrote:

I vividly recall sitting at the dinner table with my two
brothers and father and mother and cringing at my mother's
attacks on my father. "Look at him," she would say in Yiddish,
"his head and shoulders are bent down. He's a failure., He
doesn't have the courage to get a better job or make more
money. He's a beaten man." He would keep his eyes pointed
toward his plate and never answer her. She never extolled his
virtues or persistence or the fact that he worked so hard;
instead she constantly focused on the negative and created an
image to his three sons of a man without fight; crushed by a
world over which he had no control.

Though Yablonsky did not say so, it is also true that a father
can do great damage to his wife's relationship with their
children. Very early on I found that when I was irritated with
Shirley for some reason, my attitude was instantly picked up by
our son and daughter. They seemed to feel, if Dad can argue
with Mom, then we can too. It became clear to me just how
important it was for me to express my love and admiration for
Shirley.

However, I could never do that job of building respect for
my wife as well as she did for me! She made me a king in my
own home. If our son and daughter had believed half of what
she told them about me, I would have been a fortunate man.
The close relationship I enjoy with Danae and Ryan today is
largely a product of Shirley's great love for me and the way she
"interpreted" me to our kids. I will always be grateful to her for
doing that!

End of quotation

Dads, our attitudes toward our wives will shape our children's attitudes toward

her.

Dads, let's be kind, generous and loving to our wives. Let's be sure our children

know we love and respect them.

#3…Cultivate Your Children
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Be nice to them!

Children are not little adults— So often we expect them to be grown up and

make decisions and choices as we would. Forget we had to learn our system of

values— Self-confidence, Assurance. Children need to be taught. Children are like

the little corn stalks— easily crushed and smothered. Some of us are rude and

mean to our children. Yell at then, crush their tender spirits. Say the most

outrageous things to them. We need to remember there's a place for discipline

when the child knows the rules and deliberately breaks them. But there is a vast

difference between constructive calm discipline and verbal or physical abuse.

Remember Dads, the very best way to train our children is by a good example.

Don't teach them by your actions that the proper response to frustration and

pressure is to blow up and lose your cool! Children need more than teaching—

They need examples…We must be consistent, godly role models. Our children

should "catch" godly living from our lives.

THE GREATEST SERMON

I would rather see a sermon
Than hear one any day;
I'd rather one would walk with me
Than merely show the way.

For the eye is a better pupil
And more willing than the ear;
Fine counsel is confusing
But example is always clear.

For the best of all the teachers
Are the one who live their creed;
For to see the good in action
Is what everybody needs.

I know that I can do it
If you'd let me see it done;
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I can watch your hand in action
But your tongue too fast may run.

And the lessons you deliver
May be very wise and true,
But I'd rather get my lessons
By observing what you do.

For I may misunderstand you
In the high advice you give
But there's no misunderstanding
In how you act— and live.

Look for the good things they do. Be a good-finder. Too many bad-finders

around.

Build them up, make them feel important and worthwhile.

You wanna know a secret? Your child will live up or down to your expectations.

Spend your time calling him/her a big dummy, he/she will be a big dummy.

Encourage him/her; Build him/her up; Praise their good points and they will excel

in trying to please you and God.

Every child has some positive traits and actions— Need to look for them. Sure

we must deal with their rebellion and disobedience but remember to accentuate

the positive.

Another area we need to be responsible for with our children is their spiritual

development.

This should start with your example. When they are young we should have

family devotions with our families. Read a portion of scripture. Discuss it. Answer

questions. Try to relate it to everyday living. Don't be too stiff. Or too long.

Little boys/girls aren't made to sit in one spot for very long! It's much better to

have 5 or 10 minutes of good interaction with them than 30 minutes of boredom.

Several excellent family devotional books that are very helpful.

As your children start to read, encourage them to have personal devotions— A

time alone when they read and pray. Help them start a note book listing
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discoveries. And answers to prayers. A good way to start is to ask, "What does it

say? How does it apply to my life? How can I put it into practice today?

Take time to "listen" to your child. Don't you hate it when someone you talk to

doesn't pay attention? Don't do this to your children.

(Study while playing with boy)

Don't be impatient when interrupted. Times when your child wants to talk are

the best times to show love and concern. Those years fly by so fast. Soon they will

be gone and you will have time for your interests.

(Small boy trying to show Dad scratched finger— Father stopped reading

paper—said impatiently, "Well I can't do anything about it." "You could have said,

'OH'!"— Identify with your children, Be concerned about them!)

Estimated child will ask 500,000 questions by age 15. What an unlimited

opportunity to share about the meaning of life and your relationship with God.

Encourage him/her to talk by asking non-threatening questions. They need to

know that adults sometimes feel lonely, scared, sad. Be sensitive to their feelings

and help them over the rough spots.

As you can relate your study, and his/hers to the happenings in their lives.

Show how Bible principles apply. Don't ever tell them to be quiet or "just because"

when they ask a question about the Bible. Get help if you must but your child

needs to develop his/her ideals and beliefs from the Bible. If we cram our ideas

down without answering their "why" questions we may give them head knowledge

that isn't "heart" knowledge. This often results in their leaving the faith when they

are out of our influence. They need to know why they believe and what these

beliefs are based upon. This is excellent training for us dads because it forces us to

dig into the Word in order to answer their questions.

It's a thrilling thing to watch our children grow spiritually and know that even

though we are far from perfect we had a part in it.
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TO ANY LITTLE BOY'S FATHER

There are little eyes upon you
And they're watching night and day;
There are little ears that quickly
Take in everything you say.

There are little hands all eager
To do everything you do;
And a little boy who's dreaming
Of the day he'll be like you.

You're the little fellow's idol;
You're the wisest of the wise.
In his little mind, about you
No suspicions ever rise.

He believes in you devoutly,
Holds that all you say and do,
He will say and do in your way,
When he's grown up, just like you.

There's a wide-eyed little fellow
Who believes you're always right;
And his ears are always open
And he watches day and night.

You are setting an example
Every day in all you do;
For the little boy who's waiting
To grow up and be like you.

Dads, you, like me, may have noted some areas where you fall short as a dad.

You & I need to ask God and maybe our wives and children to forgive us and

resolve to be better dads.

If you think you are beaten, you are,
If you think you dare not, you don't

If you like to win, but you think you can't,
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It is almost certain you won't.

Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man,

But soon or late the man who wins
Is the man WHO THINKS HE CAN!

We can't win the battle with positive thinking, but with God's help and positive

thinking we can be better dads. I challenge you by God's grace to be the dad you

can be.

Friend, you may be here having never heard that Jesus loved you and died for

you. God's Word says that "God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten

son that whosoever believeth on him should not perish but have everlasting life."

If you aren't sure today that if you died you'd go to heaven we'd like to show

you how to accept Jesus' payment for your sins and receive eternal life.
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